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Abstract 

This 
Paper is devot d 

tluid flow th e to lhe numerical computation of the steady state compressible inviscid 

h rough the tw d ' · ead of th o- imensional model of the sealing gap between the stator and the 
th e fema/e rot t h . . e cell-c or oot in the screw compressor. The results obtamed by means of 
Scheme entred fin ite volume formulation of the explicit Causon's simplified TVD MacCormack 

on a structur d · 
Software e quadnlateral grid are compared with the results gained by using the 
b Package Flu t 5 . . 
oundar . . en .3. The mfluence of the sealing gap geometry and of the choice of 

Y conditlons th . 
results obt . on e numerical results is shown in this paper. The companson of the 
t alned by the d . 
echnical U . escnbed numerical simulation with the experiment performed at the 

nlversity of Dortmund is discussed. 

Zusam 
lllentassung 

lmvor/ie 
genden Beitra · d · · G .. mung in . g Wir d1e numerische Simulation der stationären reibungsfreien asstro-
elllem ebe 

9estellt. Die 
8 

nen Modell des Nebenrotor-Gehäusespaltes im Schraubenkompressor dar-

mente a 
1 

. erechnung der Gasströmung wurde mit Hilfe der Methode der finiten Volumenele-
u e1nem v· k' . 

Und mit Hilfe d lerec 1gen G1tter durch das explizite Causons TVD MacCormack Schema 

Der Eint/ er CFD-Software Fluent 5.3 durchgeführt. Diese Ergebnisse werden vergleicht. 
uss der G . . 

mulierun eometne des Nebenrotor-Gehäusespaltes und der Randbedmgungenfor-
V g aur die nu . . . d . 

erg /eich mensche Ergebnisse wird in diesem Beitrag gezeigt. We1ter w1r e1ne 
~~~- . d' auf TU D ensch berechneten Ergebnissen mit experimentellen Ergebnissen, 1e 
Ortmund 

gewonnen wurden, diskutiert. 

1 lntroduction 

lhe 
mathematic . . , 

aerody . al modelilng of compressible flows belongs to challeng1ng problems of 1nternal 
nam,cs, ex . . . . 

compre amples of wh1ch can be found in many areas ot mdustry, for mstance 1n screw 
lh ssors and I b. d . 

e 9ap . ur mes Operation. The processes which take place in the work space an 111 
S On IIS b 

esPeciall . oundary have a great influence on the performance of the screw compressor, 

Pressor Y Wllh regard to its internal efficiency. The most important gaps in the screw com-
are the se r · · · f th a lng gaps which have also a great influence on the 1nternal eff1c1ency o e 
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screw compressor and can be probably the sources of noise. Therefore it is necessary to ana

lyse the fluid flow through the sealing gap in the screw compressor. in this paper a numerical 

computation of the steady state compressible inviscid fluid flow through the !wo-dimensional 

model of the sealing gap in the screw compressor is shown. 

2 Numerical Simulation of fluid flow through the sealing gap 

2.1 Formulation of the problern 

Let us consider the seal ing gap between the stator and the head ofthe female roter tooth , Fig . 

and Fig . 2, and accept the following restrictions. We will assume that the lemale roter does not 

move and that the sealing gap can be simulated by a !wo-dimensional bounded domain n c &2 

occupied by the compressible inviscid fluid with the boundary an = an/ u ano u anw. where 

ßl!1 is the inlet and an0 the outlet section ol the computational domain n. anw are lixed 

impermeable walls of the domain corresponding to the stator and the head of the female rotor 

tooth . The steady state solution of the compressible inviscid fluid flow through the sealing gap 

in the screw compressor is chosen. 

Fig . 1: Frontal section of rotors, 6 - female rotor
housing gap 

Bild 1: Stirnschnitt der Rotoren, 6- Nebenrotor
Gehäusespali 

Ta = 60mm 
r2 = 2mm 
lt.v = 0, 4 nun 
h = 0,3h" 
'I' = 20" 

fcma.le rotor 

Fig . 2: Detail of femate rotor-housing gap 
Bild 2: Detail des Nebenrotor-Gehäuse

spaltes 

2.2 Mathematical model of compressible inviscid fluid flow 

The mathematical model of the !wo-dimensional compressible inviscid, non-heat-conducting 

flu id flow is described by the conservative system of the Eu/er equations, expressed in Eulerian 

description. ln Cartesian coordinates the conservative system of the Euler equations can be 
written as 

aw -1 of (w ) -! ag (w) = 0 
Dt ax 8y · 

( 1) 
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The vector of conservative variableswand Cartesian flu x components f(w) and g(w) of the 

inviscid flux 1l(w) = (f (w) , g (w )) are defined as 

f (w) 

g(w) 

(L>n, [>n2 + p, [Jnv , (c + p)u)·r , 

(ov, !''ILV, [>V2 
-j- ]J , (r -j- p)v )T , 

(2) 

where t is time, e is density, p static pressure, c total energy per unit volume and v (n , v) r is 

the velocity vector. The external volume forces are neglected. 

The conservative system of the Euter equations ( 1) - {2) has to be completed with an 

equation of state p = p(e, 7') defining the thermodynamical properlies of the considered fluid. 

ln the case of a perfect gas the equation of state can be written as 

{3) 

where r = 287 J kq 1 !( 1 is the gas constant per unit of mass. The following relations are valid 

('I) 

where 0' and cv are the specific heats at constant pressure and vo lume, respectively. The 

rat io of specif ic heat coe fficients " is so called Poisson's constant From the tllermodynamical 

analysis of continua is known, that the total energy per unit volume e of a system is the sum of 

its internal and its kinetic energy 

(5) 

The internal energy per unit of mass < is a state variable of a system and for perfect gas is 

defined as < = c"7', where T is thermodynamic temperature. The constitutive relation for static 

pressure p can be obtained, using the equations {3) - {5) , in the form 

(>< - l) [c (G) 

2.2. 1 Boundary conditions 

The conservative system of the Euter equations ( l ) - {2) is, lor example [5] or [2], quasi

linear and hyperbolic for each vector of conservative variables w. The number of the boundary 

conditions which have tobe prescribed on tlle boundary of the computalional domain n c IR
2 

is 

known from th e theory of the hyperbolic equations. ln our case of the !wo-dimensional sealing 

gap, when we assume the flow with subsonic inlet and subsonic outlet, we prescribe in the inlet 

section an/ of the domain tllree physical boundary conditions: 

• the inlet Stagnation pressure Po = 2 · I O'' J>a, 

• the inlet stagnation temperature '1 0 - 293.15 K , 

• the inlet angle a , which has to be computed from the geometry of tlle gap. 
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in the ou tlet seclion 8f!0 we prescribe one physical boundary condition: 

• the outlet static pressure P2 = tO" F a. 

On the solid impermeable walls of the domain 8f!w the boundary condition v'l"n = 0 has to be 

satisfied, where n is the outward uni! normal vector to the boundary Df!w. 

2.3 Numerical solution of the system of the Euler equations 

For the discretization of the conservative system of the Euler equations (1)- (2) the cell-centred 

finite volume method on a structured quadrilateral grid , Fig. 3, was used. 

OJil OJII fJJJ ll[IIIJ [LLIIJJJ 

~------~~----~------~ -··----~--
- 0 

Fig. 3: Geometry of the sealing gap with a structured quadrilateral grid (1 28 x 10 ce lls) 
Bild 3: Geometrie des Gehäusespaltes mit einem viereckigen Gitler (128 x 10 Zellen) 

in the finite volume method, nowadays very 

popular discretization technique for the Euler 

equations, the computational domain f! c JR2 

is subdivided into a fin ite number of small , non

overlapping, quadri lateral control volumes f!;i 

with the boundary Df!;i, Fig. 4, !hat cover the 

whole compulational domain f!. Let us consider 

a partition 0 < t0 < t1 < t2 < . < 'T of the 

time Interval (0, 'T) and set /'"t = t,. 11 - tn . 

On the control vo lume f! ;i shown in Fig . 4, 

the exact solution w(y , t,.) at time tn is appro

ximated by a piecewise constant function w;j, 
which should be considered as an approxima

tion of the mean value of the exact solution 

w (y , tn) over the cell f!,1 

x(i) 

Fig . 4: Control volume n,i 
Bild 4: Kontrollvolumen f!,i 

w ij "" -Ir![ I r w(y , t,.)dy . 
tJ l nl) 

s , 

(7) 

where lf1,11 denotes the face area of the cell n,1. The value of the approximate solution w;j 
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is associated to the centre (i , j) of the ce ll !!,1 . The finite vo lume discretizat ion of the Euler 

equations is based on the integration of the conservative system ( 1) over the set !1,1 x ( t", t" 1 , ) . 

Using the Gauss-Ostrogradski's theorem we obtain 

r (w(y, l" 1 t) - w (y , l"))dy -j- f:!.t j 1i. (w (y , l")) n,1 rJ.') = 0 , 
J~ hnv 

(8) 

where n;1 = (xn,j, Yn;j) ·r denotes the outward unit normal vector to the boundary üSl;1 of the 

ce ll !1,1 and 1i. (w(y , t,.)) · n;1 = f (w (y , t")) xn,1 + g(w (y , t")) Yn,1. The equation (8) can be 

approximated on the contro l vo lume Sl ,1 , Fig. 4, by a finite vo lume scheme 

nll - H tll ,I n 
w ij - W; j - lil,l L 1i.m(w) · 8,,. , 

J Hl - 1 

(9) 

where 1i.;:,(w) = (J;:,(w) , g;:,(w)) is the inviscid numerical flu x through the edge r ;j of the 

ce ll !1;1 at time t", Fig. 4, and 8", = (S~, , S~.)"r is the ce ll side normal vector to the edge t 'ij'. 

According to Fig. 4 we designate 8 I = 8 i4 4]' 8 2 = 8 ij I i ' 8 3 = 8 ;_ !i and 84 = 8 ,] i . 
The aim of the numerical Simulation is to obtain the steady state numerical so lution of the 

conservative system of the Euler equations (J)- (2) in the space-time cylinder O.r = 0. x (0, T). 

We find the steady state solution with using the stationary boundary condi tions mentioned in 

subsection 2.2.1 by means of a sui table time marehing method for tim e t --t oo. For the 

numerica l so lution of the conservative system of the Euler equations ( l ) - (2) we used the 

ce ll -centred fi nite vo lume formulation of the Causon's simplified TVD MacCormack scheme on 

an arbitrary st ructured quadrilateral grid , proposed in (1] . 

The classical explicit two-step MacCorm ack scheme approximates the finite volume scheme 

(8) in the following way 

n I~ - n I:!. I. ( ! " S" " SY ! " s• " SY " WlJ - W1 j --
1

n . . 
1 

il!j i t- lj + g i/IJ i llJ· + tJII ij -II t- 9 tj ! l ij -!
2
1 

~ Gtj 2 2 2 

+ fijS~_ I . + gi'ß' I . + f ijS7' I + g;JI SY I ) I 
1 'l) I '!) 1) 2 I) 2 

( lO) 

-1 t _ 1 { n Tl I 1 f1l [ 1l I & x n I ~ y 
w ;j - 2 W;j -J- W ;1 - /O.;j/ f ;j S, I ~j f- 9,j S, I ~J ! " I isx -1 

I IJ i; I 4 

( tt ) 

lt is weil known, that the classical explicit numerical methods of the second-order accuracy, 

such as Lax-Wendraff or MacCormack schemes, generate high -frequency osci llations around 

sharp discontinuities. ln order to stabilize the numerica l so lution in the shock region some 

art ificial viscosity is needed. ln our case, after the predictor (10) and corrector (1 t ) steps of the 

finite volume formulation or the explicit MacCormack scheme, we add the TVD-type viscosity 

terms dw)i and dwfi to the numerical so lution w ;j 1 1 

(12) 

where < Tvt'lw;~ 1 1 is the corrected numerical so lution at timet" 1 1 . For the Causon's simplified 

TVD MacCormack scheme on an arbitrary structured quadrilateral grid the added dissipative 
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term dw)
1 

can be written in the form , for example [5] or (1] 

rlw/j = [P;j + P, 1 1 1 J(wi~1 1 1 - wij) - [Pi' lj + P;jJ(wi~ - wi 11 ), 

I . 
JJ,7 := P(1·0) = 2C(I1ij )[l - <~(,.~)), 

1
. 1 _ (wj\IJ - wij, t.oi j - wj l j) 

t; - (w?111 - 111i~ , w~t l j - w;.j)' 

(13) 

( 1 ~ ) 

Note that in these relations (-, ·) denotes the scalar product of two vectors. The functions iJ>(,·/) 
and C(11,1) in the relation { 1 ~) are defined as 

<l> (>tl = I) 1) 

{ 

min{2>· 1 , I) pro ·r1 > 0 

0 pro ,.~ '5 0 

For v,1 can be written the following fo rmula 

D.t 
v,1 = -;;--- ( luij I + a,j) , 

UXtj 

t/;1 ) pro 1/tJ ~ ~ 

pro 1/i; > ~ 

(15) 

where u;i is the velocity in the direction i and a;1 is the local speed of sound. The time step D.l. 

is given by the CFL condition (18) and D.x,i and D.y;i are the approximations of the lengths of 

the ce ll H;j in the directions i and j computed as 

2JH;i l A 2J!l;J I 
w.y,j = IS s I I . 

ij I; - I) 
2 

( 16) 

For the added dissipative term rl.w~i we use similar formulae with the change of index j. 

2.3.1 Convergence and stability of MacCormack scheme 

The finite volume formulation of the Causon's simplified TVD MacCormack scheme (10)- ( t 2) 

works as an iterative process, where an initial condition w?
1 

has to be given. The convergence 

of the iterative process is measured by a residual which is computed as the discrete D2 norm 

of the time derivative of density 

Rez = (17) 
LijJ!l;JI (~r 

L.jiH;JI 

To describe the convergence history of the iterative process we plot a graph of the decimal 

logarithm of the values Rez in dependence on the number of iterations n . The iterative process 

will be stopped when Rez is less than a pre-selected value c: . lt means that the steady state so

lution of the conservative system of the Euter equations ( t ) - (2) is reached when the condition 

/lez < c: is fulfilled. 

A necessary CFL condition for the stability of the explicit two-step MacCormack scheme is 

expressed by the restriction for the time step 

. ( CFL ) D.t '5 11110 ' 

(•j) ~ -t'"· ''" · D.:r,J y,J 

{18) 
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where lu,j I + a,1 and lv;1 I + a,.i are the maximum absolute values of the eigenva lues of the 

Jacobian matrices A = äf (w )jDw and B = fJg(w) jDw for the case of Euler's equations, 

CFL E (0, l) and !'J.x;1 and !'J.y;1 are defined in ( l ü). 

3 Numerical results 

The precise geometry of the sealing gap between the stator and the head of tlle female rotor 

tooth on a millimetre scale, fill ed with a structured quadrilateral grid can be seen in Fig. 3. For 

the numerica l computation of the steady state fluid flow through the female rotor-housing gap 

th e relatively fine structured grid with 1300 x 50 quadrilateral cells was used. Fig . 5 displays 

th e Mach number profiles along lower (plotted with fu ll line) and upper (plotted with daslled 

line) walls of the sealing gap computed with the above described cell -centred finite volume 

formulation of the explicit two-step Causon's simplified TVD MacCormack scheme after :!8 1 200 

iterations. 1t can be seen from Fig. 5 that th e inlet Mach number is about M 1 ~ 0.150 . The 

constant CFL in the necessary CFL condition ( l8) for the stability of the MacCormack scheme 

was chosen as CFL = 0.5. The Causon 's simplified TVD MacCormack scheme converges 

poorly towards the stationary solution (! lez;::; 10 2 ). 

25 

1.5 

0 .5 

- 8 - 6 4 -2 

' '-''-. 

10 

Fig . 5: Mach number profiles along lower and upper walls of the female rotor-housing gap 
Bild 5 : Mach-Zahlverlauf längs der unteren und oberen Wand des Gehäusespaltes 

in Fig. 6, the isolines of the Mach number in the !wo-dimensional model of t11 e female rotor

housing gap ot the screw compressor are shown. The isolines are plotted with !'J.M = 0.01. 

From Fig . 5 and Fig . 6, we can observe a subsonic region in the inlet part of the sealing 

gap up to the circular arc obstacle which represents a sealing strip. Above the circular bump 

th e Mach number grows and the subsonic region changes to supersonic one, which occurs 
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in the part of the sealing gap behind the circular arc obstacle. First shock is obtained as the 

flow reaches the end of the circular bump. This shock is reflected from the upper and lower 

walls. The supersonic region is terminated by another shock obtained at the position where the 

Iernaie rotor-housing gap enlarges. The outflow is again subsonic. 

6 1 .5 - --,---,--- , 

6 1 -

60 .5 

60 

59. 5 

59 

5 8 .5 

56 

6 2 0 2 6 B 1 0 

Fig . 6: Iso fines (contours) of the Mach number in the Iernaie rotor-housing gap (!:::.M = 0.04 ) 
Bild 6: Verteilung der Machzahl (Machzahlkonturen) im Gehäusespalt (!:::.M = 0.04 ) 

in Fig . 7 and Fig . 8, the results of the numerical simulation of the compressible inviscid fluid 

flow in the sealing gap gained by using the software package Fluent 5.3 are presented. The 

numerical calculation was done for the same geometry of the Iernaie rotor-housing gap, Fig . 3, 

for the same boundary conditions described in subsection 2.2.1 (operating pressure = 0 Pa, 

inlet gaugetotal pressure = 2. 105 Pa, in let total temperature = 293. 15 K, inlet direction spe

cification method = normal to boundary, outlet gauge pressure = 105 Pa) and on the same 

structured quadrilateral grid with 1300 x 50 cells. For the discretization a secend order upwind 

scheme with Courant number = 0.5 was chosen . 

Fig . 7 displays the Mach number proflies along lower and upper wall s of the sealing gap 

alter 75000 Iterations. ln Fig . 8, the isolines of the Mach number in the !wo-dimensional model 

of thefemale rotor-housing gap of the screw compressor are shown. This numerical calcula tion 

converges very bad towards the stationary solution . 

When we compare the numerical results of the steady state compressible inviscid fluid 

flow through the sealing gap obtained by means of the Causon's simplified TVD MacCormack 

scheme, Fig. 5, with the numerical results gained by using the software package Fluent 5.3, 

Fig. 7, we can see that these results are generally in good agreement (the same inlet Mach· 

number M1 = 0.456 and the simi lar supersonic region behind the circu lar bump) . Only one 

difference can be observed. Namely, the different values of the maximal Mach number on the 

lower and upper walls at the position, where the female rotor-housing gap enlarges. 
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22f.o o00 

200oo00 

1 150·00 

1 5Qo.oo 
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·0 000 ·0006 .0004 ·0.002 0 0 002 0004 0.006 0008 00 1 0012 
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FLUENT 5.3 (2d, couplod 0l(p) 

Fig. 7: Mach number profiles along lower and upper walls ofthe female ro tor-housing gap 
Bild 7: Mach-Zahlverlauf längs der unteren und oberen Wand des Gehäusespaltes 

2.259+00 

2.079 >00 

1.889+00 

1.699+00 

1.5 1e+00 

1.329+00 c==: 
1.139+00 

9.44e-01 

7.579-0 1 

5.719-01 

3.849-01 

1.97e-01 

9.62e-03 

Conlours of Mach Numb9r Jul 31, 2002 
FLUENT 5.3 (2d, couplad exp) 

Fig. 8: lsolines of the Mach number in the female rotor-housing gap 
Bi ld 8 : Verteilung der Machzahl im Nebenrotor-Gehäusespali 
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ln [6] we presented the results of the numerical simu lation of the compressible inviscid flu id 

flow through the female rotor-housing gap obtained by means of the ce ll-centred finite volume 

formulation of the explici t two-step MacCormack scheme with Jameson 's artificial dissipation on 

the structured quadrilateral grid with 700 x 30 ce lls. The numerical lest was done for the different 

geometry of the sealing gap (h = 0.6 hv, see Fig. 2} and the following boundary conditions were 

prescribed : 

• the intel Stagnationpressure Po = 5 . 105 l ' a, 

• the inlet stagnation temperature To = 373. J 5 f< , 

• the inlet angle a , which has to be computed from the geometry of the gap, 

• the outlet static pressure p2 = tos Pa. 

Fig. 9 displays the Mach number profi les along lower and upper walls of the Iernaie rotor

housing gap. lt can be seen that the inlet Mach number is about M 1 = 0 .2~3 . The Courant 

number was chosen in this case as CFL = 0.4 . The MacCormack scheme with Jameson's 

artificial dissipation converges also very bad towards the stationary solution. 

2 5 

Upper wa ll 

Lowor wall 

1.5 

0 .5 

" II 
I I 

I I 
I 

I 

I 

, _-

~.~----.~----~4 -----~2----~o~---L----~--~~---L~--~, o~--~,2 

Fig. 9: Mach number profiles along lower and upper walls of the sealing gap (h = 0. 6 hu) 
Bild 9: Mach-Zahlverlauf längs der unteren und oberen Wand des Gehäusespaltes 

ln Fig. 10, the isolines of the Mach number distribution in the sealing gap are shown. 

When we compare the numerical results illustrated in Fig . 5 and Fig . 6 with the numerical 

results from Fig . 9 and Fig . 10, we can see the influence of the sealing gap geometry and 

of boundary conditions on the steady state compressible inviscid fluid flow through the !WO

dimensional model of the female rotor-housing gap in the screw compressor. 
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Fig . 10: lsolines (contours) of the Mach number in the Iernaie rotor-housing gap (h = 0.6 hv) 
Bild 10: Ver teilung der Machzahl (Machzahlkonturen) im Gehäusespalt (h - 0.6hv) 

Abstractedly from our numerica l computations, the experiment was performed at the Tech

nical Univers ity of Dortmund, see [3]. ln Fig. 11, a Schlieren picture of a gas flow in a !wo

dimensional model of the male rotor-housing gap of the screw compressor is presented. The 

Schlieren pictu re has been made for the pressure ratio Pein / Paus = 2 and the height of the 

sealing gap is h = 0.~ "'"'· 

t....,...~-=-=-"7--------- -I a .JJ~, .; , .. ~, -/ · ~- I 

·- I I 
... I I 

I ________________ I 

Fig. 11 : Schlieren picture of the male rotor-housing gap, TU Dortmund 
Bi ld 11 : Schlierenaufnahme des Hauptrotor-Gehäusespaltes, TU Dortmund 

The flow visualisation gives a qualitative overview about the gas flow behaviour and it is 

useful in its characterisation. With regard to the large similarity of the Iernaie rotor-housing gap 

geometry used for our numerical Simulation and of the male rotor-housing gap geometry used 

by the experiment and because of the same pressure ratio (p0 jp2 2 and Pem/ Pau, = 2), we 

can contront our numerica l results of the steady state compressible inviscid fluid tlow, illustrated 

in Fig. 6, with the Schlieren picture trom Fig. 11. lt can be seen in both cases that the firstshock 

wave, which occurs at the end of the sealing strip, is reflected from the upper and lower wa lls of 

the gap. So, we can deduce that our numerica l results proportionally agree with the experiment. 
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4 Conclusions 

ln this paper the numerical Simulation of the steady state compressible inviscid fluid flow through 

the !wo-dimensional model of the female rotor-housing gap in the screw compressor is pre

sented. The obtained numerica/ results give us the first idea about the character of the gas 

flow through the sealing gap with the fixed lower wa/1 which simulates a simplified situatio n 

when the female rotor does not move. lt has been shown that the character of the gas flow 

through the gap highly depends on the precise geometry of the real sealing gap of the screw 

compressor and on the choice of the boundary conditions, which have to be prescribed on 

the boundary of the computational domain . All numerical methods which were used for the 

numerica/ simulation in this paper coverge very bad towards the stationary solution. 

lt is necessary to mention that the problern of the gas flow through this narrow channel has 

to be so /ved by using the compressible viscous flow model. That is the reason that one can 

expect a fluid flow separation behind the circu lar bump. The aim of our further research in this 

area is to analyse the compressible viscous fluid f/ow through the female rotor-housing gap of 

the screw compressor. For the precise solution of this problern it would be very desirable th e 

numerical Simulation and an experiment for the same conditions to perform. 
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